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About This Game

Legendary Eleven is an epic arcade football game inspired by the golden age of football spanning the 70's to the 90's.

This is a fresh approach to the beautiful game, with fluid gameplay and unique mechanics. Develop astonishing plays and keep
possession of the ball to perform unstoppable Super Shots. Gamble with sliding tackles to steal the ball without the referee

whistling for a foul. Trust in your fans to support you if you’re losing, or use special trading sticker to boost the stats in your
team. Legendary Eleven is all this and more, an over the top, fun and very accessible football game set during the retro World

Cups that made history and inspired generations of players and fans.

Playing the championships unlocks stickers that you can use to boost the stats of your team or improve morale, maybe even
obtain other special advantages. Choose from 36 teams full of glorious haircuts, moustaches and legends in short shorts. Lead

them to glory and win the World Cup!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10 64bit

Processor: Intel i3 2nd-Generation 2.5GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX650 or equivalent with 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 700 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Simplified Chinese
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Quality concept, poor implementation. Reminds me a bit of Kudus, just not as fun. Got bored in about an hour. Like another
reviewer stated, "I wanted to like this game" but it just wasn't fun.. Orbus is one of the first VRMMOs, and it has the holy
trinity system (Tank, Healer, DPS).

Sure, the graphics are nothing to write home about, but do graphics make a game any better? No, they don't.

There is plenty to do in Orbus, just like any other MMO. You can go fishing, critter hunting, scavenging, mining, PvP
battlegrounds, questing, dungeon diving, alchemy, and there are even little dragon pets that you can race around tracks and breed
to get all sorts of cosmetic combinations.

The player count may seem low on Steam Charts, but remember that this game can be bought directly from the Oculus Store, so
check out https:\/\/orbusvr.com\/ for the live player count.. Best bush flyer out there! Select cold start and crank it up yourself
(the Piper Cub is not complicated) then go tackle that 175 foot Alaskan field. Or, if you prefer the inlet sitting on the other side
of that mountain, switch to one of the float planes. Unlike some add-ons, this does not have exaggerated flight characteristics, so
you can leave your sliders where they are. A few words of advice though, (and this goes for the real Cub too) use the carburetor
heat as much as possible, just not on the ground, as this will suck dirt into the engine, and start rolling the plane before you think
you need to, especially when rolling out of a turn. The turn rate is surprisingly tight, but the Cub does not have a 400+ DPS roll
rate, so you might turn a little more than you wanted to. I particularly like the ability to hand turn the propeller, which you have
to do to start it, just like the real one. Other features are being able to airstart the engine, and use the oar that is lashed on the
float of the floatplane, to row the plane around. Shift-7 is the magic keypress to overhaul the wearing engine, or if you brake to
much on landing and manage to nose the plane over. I don't think it gets more realistic than that! For those who can't get the
engine to start, this plane does not have an electric start system. Also, you can not spin the propeller from the f11 veiw. Either
lean out the side from the cockpit view, or press A on your keyboard a few times from the virtual cockpit view, and it will take
you to the engine start view where you can hand spin the propeller. For those who said their aircraft was shutting down mid
flight, it could be because you did not have the carburetor heat on. Without it, even in warm weather, the carburetor will freeze
up. I hope that helps!. I'm so happy to find this on Steam!

I've had ISO images of the original CDs for years, but of course they don't work in Windows anymore. However, this Steam
version works perfectly fine in full-screen on Windows 10 1903 running on all current hardware. No sound or visual glitches
whatsoever. It's well worth the $6 I paid.

Now it's time to go experience the stories of the Lexington, Jericho, and Persephone all over again!. TLDR; Cool concept, for a
pretty niche community. Unfortnately there's no singleplayer mode and finding other players can take upwards of 10 minutes.
Controls can feel unresponsive, but gameplay is genuinely fun. Online community feels dead and the game lacks varitey and
customisability.

I imagine they'd also be rolling out more updates in the future for more content, as it is there are 6 tracks and 6 different cars.
When you start out you have no cars theres 6 to pick from and you have a choice of the first two as they are under 200K which
is what you're given when you start out. The car models do look pretty good and was impressed with the details they were able
to put into the models. After buying the car you want, take it to your garage and with whatever spare cash you have left you
might be able to get an upgrade. The upgradeable aspects of your car are the brake, ECU, Exhaust, bodywork, suspension,
KERS, spoiler, cooling and a few others. Upgrades will change the car in terms of fuel economy, top speed, accleration, drag,
braking power and do matter. For instance the car I was using was kitted to last only about 25km's without pitting but I had
constantly more power to use and ended out on top. Most races won't be longer than 50km's, also note drivers can be more fuel
economic whilst driving.

Once you're actually in-game it's pretty fun, you instruct your AI driver around and tell him when to use KERS, push harder,
when to change the car's fuel map, pitstops and block. Controls can feel like they are unresponsive at times but that's due to
driver stats which can be upgrades with experience points.

Experience points can be used to increase the speed of certain aspects of your pitstop, increase the skill of your driver; how
confident he is with braking and overtaking and how much speed he can carry through corners. You also have a manager who
handles all your sponsorship contracts, you can give him greater chance of securing a contract and he can land better contracts
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for you aswell.

Contracts themselves aren't overly fun to handle. You're given 10 time units and every action uses a certain amount of time
units, time units are replentished after each race. Pretty easy mechanic but monotonous is a good way to describe sponsorship
(10\/10 immersion there). To actually land a deal you need to call up the sponsor which you might or might not get through to.
Once you're in you can invite them out to dinner, send them gifts, give a presentation on your raceteam few other options I've
forgotten. Each option will better the relationship between you and whomever you're chasing up.

Once a you manage to squeeze out a contract offer you can change the aspects of the contract, how much you get paid, for how
many races and what position you need to come in to adhere to those conditions of receiving the funds.

All up I would recommend this game if they added more varitey and the online community was bigger, it's a fairly niche market
so this game may never live up to it's full potential. In it's current state I wouldn't recommend this game.

Apologies for the length of the review, it all got a bit out of hand. Cheers.. Weird as all hell, and kind of disappointing. It's like...
Imagine watching a generic noir mafia movie set in the late 90's\/early 2000's. After taking drugs. All of the drugs. It's like the
most random crap is thrown at you constantly, while one has very little choie in the matter. One seems to die at the end of the
game no matter what one does, and... Really, it's just a cluster\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. Cookie is a weiner. Not actually
funny. Questions get recycled. So you eventually know all the answers.
This game is more fun when you play it as a troll.
My suggestion:
Make your 'lies' jokes about other players.
The person who wins is the person with the most likes.
Cookie sucks.. If you liked Viking metal or Guns, Drums and Steel - you will definetly Like this one
 buy it , worth it .. Point perfect is a rage game where you are a mouse and you have to detroy enemies, defeat bosses, and
complete minigames. In the game you begin with 3 classes: Vitality (You start with 3 lives), Utility (Your attacking square gets
larger), and Greed (You get points 30 frames quicker than normal). I think it is a good way to waste time on a Saturday morning
and will make your mouse skills increase. I give this game a 9\/10 rating.. for the money this is a fantastic game. a really fun rail
shooter and can be a good workout if you use the jogging locomotion. I made a 3 minute review of the game here: 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uM0JG_V1-Ec
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a great game. the problems with one have been fixed. 26th DLC so far. Still no working drill. 10\/10 would rage again.

Edit: And now for something completely different.

Whilst it's nifty and refreshing to have some new weapons thrown into the already large mixture of weaponry available to the
average heister, you're not missing out on much. Get this DLC when it comes to sales.

Lebensauger .308: Decent damage for a sniper rifle with decent rate of fire and reload. Can take down a Shield within two shots
from the front. Potentially potent if a non-scoped sight is added.

Kross Vertex SMG: Highly accurate and stable, offering good damage and rapid fire as expected from an SMG. My second
favourite addition from this DLC.

Crossbow Pistol: Under the Special tab in Secondary, it deals less damage than I was expecting from a crossbow pistol, but
adding poison and explosive rounds into the mix makes it a versatile weapon.

Melee Weapons: Not that powerful and low knockdown ability from most of them with the exception of the Empty Palm Kata.
The Kunai Knife however is coated in poison, so that's a bonus.

Shurikens: By far the best reason to purchase this DLC, in my personal view. Ten of them coated in poison, and can be picked
up from the ground once thrown. Takes up the grenade slot and can stun\/poison enemies if it doesn't outright kill them. Not
sure how effective they are against Cloakers however, but stick to your heavy duty for Dozers.

All in all, a 6\/10. Good heisting to you, folks!. Barky's a good boy!. I'll start by admitting at first that I was not overly impressed
with the game and I shall explain why.

First thing I noticed was the NPC's dialogue were static cut-scenes based on hand drawn images with voiceovers and completely
avoid of any animation. The next thing I noticed were the voiceover's were clearly the same person throughout with no change
of pitch or any attempt to sound different from one NPC to the next. Also the game was completely devoid of any animation
whatsoever through all the locations[except for some within the HOG scene itself]. (Though to be honest, these are minor gripes
on my perspective and is a does not affect the gameplay whatsoever.)

Then I found some issues that could effect gameplay unless you utilised the "Hint System" (Which I usually avoid). Some of the
object's required to progress either within a HOG scene or not were displaced towards the bottom of the viewable area and
almost completely obscured below the games UI and without precise hovering almost onto the UI did you realise there was an
selectable item. Finally was the constant issue with attempting to leave a scene with the selectable arrow not responding and
sometimes having to resort to the MAP to get around. (These issues do effect the gameplay and could effect progression for the
(achievements/completionist) unless you are aware of such prior.)

The reason I recommend this game was marginal to be honest as I did actually enjoy the playthrough once I accepted the
aforementioned issues.

The story was "forgettable", the graphics and music were just above average and the HOG scenes were mostly combine various
objects than your usual single selectable item lists. The puzzles were easy to complete, varied and some were actually quite
interesting and extended throughout the story/plot. Expect around 3-4 hours playthrough time on average.

Based on the current price tag, including achievments and cards, I would just marginally recommend this. (Shame we did not
have a NEUTRAL opinion TBH).. So. I can't find the Dagger at all or the other items you need to open the first door. So I'll
give a review of my first impressions of the Early Access version of the game.

It took me a while before I figured out how to make the video actually work for me. At first it was going at 25fps but now I've
got it going at a solid 60fps, most of the time. Whenever I walk into a building it seems like the game has to load the new rooms,
because it freezes for a second and then lets me move again, it's only a minor annoyance but it happens at each new building.
And the framerate drops significantly in tight areas, not to mention the game gave me hell (no pun intended) just to get the
video to run so I wouldn't have flashing lights on the borders.
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But this still doesn't matter when everybody else seems to playing a different game. They start out in some sort of building when
I start out in the town, I don't know if this is a glitch in the game but it's something you should really fix as soon a possible
because it makes looking up a walkthrough or expriencing the game to it's fullest much harder to do.

So right now I will not be recommending this game. Once they've fixed it, or finished it I'd suggest it, but not now.. OS: Ready
Graphics Card: Ready
Processor: Ready
I am so happy now ,year!
HTC:Hey!This product is priced at 7000 yuan!!
Wallet: Not Ready
.....
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